A new method for spike extraction using velocity selective recording demonstrated with physiological ENG in Rat.
This paper describes a series of experiments designed to verify a new method of electroneurogram (ENG) recording that enables the rate of neural firing within prescribed bands of propagation velocity to be determined in real time. Velocity selective recording (VSR) has been proposed as a solution to the problem of increasing the information available from an implantable neural interface (typically with electrodes in circumferential nerve cuffs) and has been successful in transforming compound action potentials into the velocity domain. The new method extends VSR to naturally-evoked (physiological) ENG in which the rate of neural firing at particular velocities is required in addition to a knowledge of the velocities present in the recording. The experiments, carried out in rats required individual spikes to be distinct and non-overlapping, which could be achieved by a microchannel or small-bore cuff. In these experiments, strands of rat nerve were laid on ten hook electrodes in oil to demonstrate the principle. The new method generates a detailed overview of the firing rates of neurons based on their conduction velocity and direction of propagation. In addition it allows real time working in contrast to existing spike sorting methods using statistical pattern processing techniques. Results show that by isolating neural activity based purely on conduction velocity it was possible to determine the onset of direct cutaneous stimulation of the L5 dermatome.